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Company Name: ABBYY

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/abbyy/ 
Website:  http://www.ABBYY.com


Company Description: ABBYY is a global leader in Enterprise Content IQ. We are a global 
company that sets the standard for content capture with innovative language-based 
technologies that integrate across the information lifecycle. ABBYY solutions optimize business 
processes to mitigate risk, accelerate decision-making and drive revenue.


Thousands of organizations globally and more than 50 million people from over 200 countries 
and regions use ABBYY products, technologies, solutions and services. 


At the core of ABBYY products are Artificial Intelligence principals, which require extensive 
scientific research. The company has one of the largest global research centers in Artificial 
Intelligence: more than 500 scientists, engineers and linguists work in ABBYY’s R&D 
department. ABBYY is committed to creating an atmosphere of collaborative innovation that 
encourages employees to express their creativity and talents while working together as a team. 
Every member of the ABBYY team makes a unique contribution to the quality of products.


ABBYY has a worldwide presence with global offices in North America (Milpitas, California), 
Europe (Munich, Germany), and Russia (Moscow). ABBYY also has regional locations in 
Australia, UK, France, Spain, Ukraine, Japan, Taiwan and Cyprus. ABBYY solutions, products 
and technologies are available in more than 200 countries and regions via a broad partner 
network.


Companies that license ABBYY technologies include BancTec, Dell, EPSON, EMC2/
Documentum, Fujitsu, Freedom Scientific, HP, Kurzweil Education, Kofax Image Products, 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/abbyy/
http://www.abbyy.com/


Microtek, Mustek, NewSoft, Panasonic, Siemens Nixdorf, Toshiba, and many others. Leading 
scanner and MFP manufacturers use ABBYY technologies in their products. Included are 
Sharp, Canon, Epson, Fujitsu, Konica Minolta, Mustek, Panasonic Communications, Plustek, 
Toshiba, and Xerox.
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Company Name: Akerman

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/akerman/ 
Website:  http://www.akerman.com


Company Description: Akerman LLP is a top 100 U.S. law firm recognized by Financial Times 
as among the most forward thinking firms in the industry. Our more than 700 lawyers and 
business professionals collaborate with the world's most successful enterprises and 
entrepreneurs to navigate change, seize opportunities, and help drive innovation and growth. 
We are known for our results in middle market M&A and complex disputes, and for helping our 
clients achieve their most important business objectives in the financial services, real estate, 
and other dynamic sectors across the United States and Latin America.
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Company Name: Anderson Kill

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/andersonkilllaw/ 
Website:  http://www.andersonkill.com 


Company Description: Anderson Kill is a full-service corporate law firm best known for its 
work in insurance recovery. The firm represents policyholders only in insurance coverage 
disputes, and its freedom from ties to the insurance industry gives us a competitive advantage 
in defending the rights of policyholders. Our insurance recovery attorneys have obtained 
billions of dollars in judgments and settlements from insurance companies over the course of 
more than three decades and have made insurance law in multiple states. 


Anderson Kill's practice areas work closely together, and the firm's expertise in insurance 
recovery lends an added dimension to the work of many of its other practices. Our lawyers and 
practice groups have been recognized for excellence and leadership in their practice areas by, 
among others, Chambers USA, The Legal 500, Benchmark Litigation, Law360 and Business 
Insurance. Based in New York City, the firm practices nationally and internationally and has 
offices in Philadelphia, PA, Stamford, CT, Washington, DC, Newark, NJ and Los Angeles, CA.


Anderson Kill is an equal opportunity employer committed to employing a diverse workforce of 
attorneys, professionals, and staff members. The firm encourages diversity both at the firm and 
in the legal profession.
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Company Name: Apttus
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LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/apttus/ 
Website:  http://www.apttus.com 


Company Description: Apttus is a Silicon Valley-based global provider of the Intelligent 
Middle Office platform allowing enterprises to automate and optimize their most critical 
revenue and commercial relationship management processes. Apttus is powered by the Apttus 
Intelligent Cloud, a hybrid-cloud platform utilizing the most advanced technologies from 
Salesforce, Microsoft and IBM. Analysts rank Apttus as the global gold standard for Quote-to-
Cash (QTC) and Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) solutions. Apttus’ innovations include 
Max, the company’s Applied Artificial Intelligence that enables enterprises to achieve superior 
business outcomes. Apttus partners with a world-class ecosystem. Apttus customers include 
hundreds of the world’s mid-sized organizations and the who’s who of the Global 1000. For 
more information visit: apttus.com. 
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Company Name: ayfie 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ayfie/ 
Website:  https://www.ayfie.com 


Company Description: ayfie is a leading software company providing information retrieval and 
"big text" analytics to the legal industry.


ayfie reveals answers to your most difficult questions by extracting valuable insights from 
massive amounts of big text.


30 years of research and experience in linguistics, computational linguistics and computer 
science have gone into ayfie’s products. The basis of ayfie is an advanced language 
processing technology extended with statistical analysis and machine learning components.


ayfie's key products are ayfie Inspector for Relativity® and ayfie Locator for knowledge 
discovery.
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Company Name: BanyanRFP

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/banyanrfp/ 
Website:  http://www.BanyanRFP.com 


Company Description: BanyanRFP is an online platform that enables corporate legal 
departments to make better counsel selection decisions. Our proprietary application allows 
legal departments to configure RFP's quickly and easily for any type of legal engagement - 
from rate cards for counsel panels, to long term engagements or one-off matters. Only law 
firms you invite to respond are aware you are running a process. Key financial metrics of 
proposals are calculated automatically and presented in easy to read dashboards and reports - 
allowing for side-by-side proposal comparisons with a single click. And our platform enables 
real time competition by allowing you to disclose the metrics of competing proposals on an 
anonymous basis. What was once a messy, manual process has been automated - allowing 
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legal departments to get law firm information on rates and expected fees as well as expertise, 
experience and technology based efficiencies quickly while driving more transparent 
competition. 


BanyanRFP:


• Efficient   - Reduces time investment

• Effective  - Drives down costs, offers multiple law firm perspectives

• Flexible   - Lets you control the process from beginning to end
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Company Name: Barnes & Thornburg LLP

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/barnes-&-thornburg-llp/ 
Website:  https://www.btlaw.com 


Company Description: Barnes & Thornburg LLP is a national, full-service law firm 
representing clients ranging from Fortune 500 corporations to entrepreneurial growth 
companies. We provide services in more than 50 areas, including litigation, labor and 
employment, global services, healthcare, governmental services and finance, intellectual 
property, environmental, business, construction, white collar crime, life sciences, real estate, 
energy, telecommunications, transportation and utilities; and finance insolvency and 
restructuring. 


Going the extra mile to help you with your complex legal needs. With more than 600 attorneys 
and other legal professionals, Barnes & Thornburg LLP is one of the largest law firms in the 
country. We are a national full-service firm serving clients in more than 50 dedicated practice 
and industry areas from 14 offices in Atlanta, California, Chicago, Delaware, Indiana, Michigan, 
Minneapolis, Ohio, Texas and Washington, D.C.  Find out more at btlaw.com.
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Company Name: Bird & Bird

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bird-&-bird-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.twobirds.com


Company Description: Bird & Bird is an international law firm with a focus on helping 
organisations being changed by technology and the digital world. With over 1300 lawyers in 29 
offices across Europe, the Middle East and Asia-Pacific, we're ready to help you wherever you 
are in the world.


If you'd like to know more about the type of work we do for our clients, please take a look at 
the relevant sector or practice page for industry news, know-how, and relevant contacts: 
https://www.twobirds.com/en/news


If you'd like know more about how we work with our clients, please take a look over at our 
Client Solutions page.

Find out more about us at: http://www.twobirds.com/en/news/videos/about-bird-and-bird
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Company Name: Blakes

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/blake-cassels-&-graydon-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.blakes.com


Company Description: As one of Canada’s top business law firms, Blake, Cassels & Graydon 
LLP (Blakes) provides exceptional legal services to leading businesses in Canada and around 
the world.


We focus on building long-term relationships with clients. We do this by staying true to our 
Guiding Principles and providing unparalleled client service and the highest standard of legal 
advice, always informed by the business context.


Thanks to our clients, Blakes continues to receive a number of awards and top rankings in 
2017. For the third time and second year running, Blakes was ranked as having the leading law 
firm brand in the Acritas Canadian Law Firm Index. We were also named Canada Law Firm of 
the Year in the Who’s Who Legal Awards for the ninth consecutive year and remain the top-
ranked Canadian firm in Chambers Global: The World’s Leading Lawyers for Business. Blakes 
was also ranked as the top Canadian law firm for global and cross-border M&A by Bloomberg, 
Thomson Reuters and Mergermarket. In addition, many of our lawyers are continuously 
recognized as leaders in their respective fields in The Canadian Legal Lexpert Directory, 
Canada’s leading guide to lawyers.


Since 2008, Blakes has been named seven times as one of Canada’s Best Diversity Employers 
by Mediacorp Canada Inc.


Serving a diverse national and international client base, our integrated network of offices 
worldwide provides clients with access to the Firm’s full spectrum of capabilities in virtually 
every area of business law. Whether an issue is local or multi-jurisdictional, practice-area 
specific or interdisciplinary, Blakes handles transactions of all sizes and levels of complexity.


Blakes also enthusiastically invests in the communities where we live and work — from pro 
bono work to supporting diversity, women's initiatives and the environment.


Since our founding in 1856, we’ve been on a constant quest to define best practices in 
professional services by delivering leading legal solutions to our clients worldwide.
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Company Name: Bloomberg Law

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bloomberg-law/ 
Website:  http://www.bna.com/bloomberglaw/


Company Description: Bloomberg Law®, an integrated legal research and business 
intelligence solution, combines trusted news and analysis with cutting-edge technology to 
provide legal professionals tools to be proactive advisors.


https://www.linkedin.com/company/blake-cassels-&-graydon-llp/
http://www.blakes.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bloomberg-law/
http://www.bna.com/bloomberglaw/


Bloomberg Law provides faster access to the information users need through advanced search 
capabilities to case law citation, dockets, and trusted content. You’ll get a deeper, fuller 
understanding of complex legal issues with insightful, real-word guidance from top 
practitioners and thought leaders. You’ll access vital legal information that’s seamlessly 
integrated with Bloomberg’s renowned news and business intelligence, so you can add even 
more value to your clients and be a better business partner. 
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Company Name: Blue Umbrella

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/blue-umbrella-limited/ 
Website:  http://www.bluedd.com


Company Description: Blue Umbrella is a leading provider of due diligence research and 
innovative third-party compliance technologies. 


Combining global research excellence with disruptive RegTech SaaS solutions, Blue Umbrella 
serves multinational corporations working in technology, manufacturing, life sciences, defense/
aerospace, agriculture, energy, finance, and consumer goods as well as top-tier investment 
banks. With a global presence and local focus, Blue Umbrella helps compliance teams 
increase automation and efficiency, reduce costs, and gain critical understanding of their 
clients and third parties.  
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Company Name: Brightflag

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/brightflag/ 
Website:  http://www.brightflag.com


Company Description: Brightflag is a new way for legal departments to manage outside 
counsel using AI.


Our platform incorporates eBilling, matter management, invoice review, accruals management 
and pricing analytics - all powered by AI.


It centralizes and streamlines your legal department’s invoice management and financial 
reporting capabilities, giving hours back to your legal and finance teams. And our powerful 
language analysis technologies help drive real savings of 8%-12% across the department.


We are currently hiring in a number of positions in San Francisco, New York, Dublin and 
Melbourne.
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Company Name: Catalyst Repository Systems

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/catalyst-repository-systems/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/blue-umbrella-limited/
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Website:  http://www.catalystsecure.com


Company Description: Catalyst designs, builds and supports the world’s fastest and most 
powerful e-discovery platform. For 20 years, Catalyst has helped global corporations and their 
law firms reduce the total cost of discovery and take control of complex, large-scale discovery 
and regulatory compliance.To learn more, visit catalystsecure.com or follow us on Twitter at 
@CatalystSecure.
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Company Name: Case.one

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/case.one/ 
Website:  https://www.case.one/ 


Company Description: As a second generation cloud practice management system, Case.one 
is committed to addressing the evolving needs of legal professionals. Utilizing advanced 
technology, Case.one is the most powerful, customizable, and flexible system available. 


Our founders, Bahar Ansari, a practicing attorney, and technology entrepreneur Alex Pelevin, 
were inspired by their own frustrations with outdated practice management systems. So, they 
set out to develop a solution with a primary focus on user experience and interface design. 
With Bahar’s real-world experience and Alex’s UI and UX design skills, they have created the 
most customizable and powerful practice management system integrating multiple 
functionality and platforms into a single easy-to-use solution. 


Case.one’s commitment to ‘access to technology’ led to a pricing philosophy that ensures 
every lawyer and legal professional has affordable access to practice management. This 
disruptive pricing model aligns with your practice’s business model, scaling as your business 
grows. With pricing as low as $0.39 per case, Case.one is the most advanced and affordable 
tool set for your practice. 
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Company Name: Chetu

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/chetu-inc-/ 
Website:  https://www.chetu.com


Company Description: Chetu is a US-based software development company that provides 
businesses worldwide with custom technology solutions. As an application development 
company with over 1,500 skilled software developers, Chetu combines technological expertise, 
specific domain experience, and passion for excellence to deliver enterprise-grade solutions. 
Chetu is a true and seamless backend technology partner, helping your business accelerate 
the development of desktop, mobile & web-based apps with on-demand developers that focus 
on moving your business forward. 

Additional Submitted Information: Founded in 2000, Chetu Inc. is a global provider of 
customized software development solutions combining technological expertise, specific 

http://www.catalystsecure.com/
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domain experience and passion for excellence to deliver enterprise-grade solutions to start-
ups, SMBs, fortune 5000 companies and major brands. Chetu is a true and seamless backend 
technology partner, helping businesses accelerate the development of desktop, mobile & web-
based apps with on-demand developers. From its humble beginning, the Chetu family has 
grown organically to include 15+ locations across the globe and over 1,500 expert developers 
with extensive knowledge across the IT spectrum. Chetu has the unique capability to serve as 
the one-stop shop solutions provider for its customers, removing the hassle of managing 
multiple vendors, logistics, and technological bottlenecks, and giving our customers the peace 
of mind that they have chosen a reliable, long-term partner capable of solving their 
development needs as their businesses grow. Chetu understands that when it comes to 
technology solutions, one size does not fit all. Our solutions are tailor-made based on the 
organization's budget, specific needs, and requirements, with the capability to scale-up as the 
client grows. Our approach provides the maximum value for the investment. We proactively 
suggest improvements as well as newer tools and technologies that can be used by our 
customers to reduce costs to make business systems more efficient. Our solutions are catered 
for the long-term benefits of our customers, balancing the needs of individual organizations 
while keeping an eye on the budget. Chetu has always followed a "customer comes first" 
philosophy. Our governance is simple, flexible, and focused on providing end results to our 
clients. We value our customer relationships and take extra steps to ensure that our customers 
are always satisfied. Thanks to this philosophy, 47% of the company’s revenue comes from 
repeat business and referrals, and the remaining is new business. Chetu’s software developers 
provide robust software solutions for the legal industry, including law firm software for practice 
and case management, litigation support and legal mobile apps. Our programmers develop 
legal software for practices of all sizes that specialize in a plethora of areas, including 
bankruptcy law, divorce, criminal law, personal injury and much more. Chetu Legal Industry 
Customer Success Story: • NY-BASED LAW FIRM, CHOSE CHETU TO UPGRADE AND 
ENHANCE THEIR ORACLE NETSUITE ERP: https://www.chetu.com/case-study/netsuite-erp-
implementation.php For more information, please visit: www.chetu.com 
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Company Name: CLM Matrix

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/clm-matrix/about/ 
Website:  http://www.clmmatrix.com


Company Description: CLM Matrix is the leading Contract Lifecycle Management software 
company built exclusively on the Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2010 technology platform.  
Our  solutions significantly reduce risk and costs while increasing revenues and vastly 
improving productivity. The entire Matrix Software solution can be configured to match your 
organization's unique contract initiation, creation, negotiation, and execution processes 
through a comprehensive set of wizards. Implementation is fast, requires no development and 
little training because the result is familiar and intuitive.
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Company Name: Computershare

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/computershare/ 
Website:  http://www.computershare.com
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Company Description: Computershare can genuinely be considered an Australian success 
story. From modest beginnings in 1978, we have become the recognised global leader in our 
field, employing over 12,000 people in around 90 offices worldwide.


Our success can be attributed to many factors, not least of which is our ability to attract and 
retain high calibre employees. With a strong focus on delivering certainty, ingenuity and 
advantage to our clients, we promote an entrepreneurial spirit and an enterprise-wide 
commitment to service excellence. 


Our diverse portfolio of services and products across our entire group of companies, offers the 
opportunity to expand your skills, experience and responsibilities across a range of industries 
both locally and internationally. Opening up a world of potential for you.


If you are looking for that first step or next step in your career, we encourage you to visit 
careers.computershare.com, or please explore the rest of this site for more information about 
our business, culture and values.
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Company Name: Conga

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/conga/ 
Website:  http://www.getconga.com


Company Description: Conga is the leader in end-to-end Digital Document Transformation. 
From collaboration and creation, through contract management and negotiation, to agreement 
and e-signature, the Conga Suite has set the standard for automating business productivity 
and CRM investment through end-to-end Digital Document Transformation. The Conga Suite, 
which includes Conga Composer, Conga Collaborate, Conga Contracts, Conga Grid, Conga 
Sign, Conga Orchestrate and Conga AI, drives segment-leading ROI by simplifying and 
automating intelligent data, documents, contracts, signing, and reporting outcomes.


As a top global Salesforce Platinum ISV Partner, Conga produces the highest volume 
downloaded paid app on the entire AppExchange. In fact, nearly 800,000 users in 85 countries 
across virtually all industries rely on Conga applications to drive digital document 
transformation, including Hilton Worldwide, Schumacher Group, and CBRE.


The company is privately-held and based in Colorado with global operations in the UK and 
Australia. Learn more at getconga.com or follow Conga on Twitter: @getconga.
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Company Name: Consilio

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/consilio-llc/ 
Website:  http://www.consilio.com


Company Description: Consilio is a global leader in eDiscovery, document review, risk 
management, and legal consulting services.  The company supports multinational law firms 
and corporations using innovative software, cost-effective managed services and deep legal 
and regulatory industry expertise. Consilio has extensive experience in litigation, HSR second 
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requests, internal and regulatory investigations, eDiscovery, document review, information 
governance, compliance risk assessments, cybersecurity, law department management, 
contracts management, legal analytics, paper discovery and digital printing, as well as legal 
recruiting and placement. Consilio and its global family of companies, Advanced Discovery, 
Altep, Millnet Document Services and Legal Placements Inc., employ leading professionals in 
the industry, applying defensible workflows with patented and industry-proven technology 
across all phases of the eDiscovery and risk management lifecycle. ISO 27001:2013 certified, 
the company operates offices, document review facilities and data centers across Europe, 
Asia, and North America.
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Company Name: Contract Logix

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/contract-logix-llc/ 
Website:  http://www.contractlogix.com


Company Description: Contract Logix is a longtime innovator and provider of intelligent 
contract lifecycle management software. Leveraging the knowledge gained over our many 
years in the industry, we deliver products that are easy for everyday business users to adopt, 
yet powerful and secure enough to help them minimize the legal, financial, and brand risk 
inherent in their contracts.  Our products enable professionals in legal, administrative, 
procurement, finance, and sales to electronically draft, negotiate, approve, execute, and 
manage their contracts.  With Contract Logix, your risk stops here!
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Company Name: Contractworks

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/contractworks-contract-management-software/ 
Website:  http://www.contractworks.com


Company Description: ContractWorks’ design is deliberate in its simplicity. We provide the 
features you need to answer the big questions: Where are all my contracts? Who has access? 
What are the key milestones?
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Company Name: Constangy

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/constangy/ 
Website:  http://www.constangy.com 


Company Description: Constangy, Brooks, Smith & Prophete offers a wider lens on workplace 
law. We have counseled employers exclusively since 1946. With offices in 16 states, we are 
one of the largest labor and employment law practices in the U.S. Constangy holds a national 
Tier 1 ranking from the U.S. News & World Report/Best Lawyers Best Law Firms survey, and 
has been called a “go to” law firm by Corporate Counsel and Fortune magazine. Many of our 
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more than 150 attorneys have been recognized by leading authorities such as Chambers & 
Partners, Best Lawyers in America and Martindale Hubbell.  
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Company Name: ContractPodAi

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/contractpod/ 
Website:  http://www.contractpod.com 


Company Description: ContractPodAi® is one of the world's fastest growing AI based 
contract management solution providers, empowering global corporations across the world.


ContractPodAi® now comes fully embedded with E:V® - the world's first end to end artificially 
intelligent contract analyst. 


With an intuitive and easy to use interface, EːV® is able to fulfill the overall contract analyst 
function. EːV® can read, interpret, analyse and report on key contract information, manage full 
contract workflow and approvals and automatically set alerts and reminders for important 
dates. 


Using the most powerful and market leading cognitive technology, machine learning and 
natural language processing – and trained by senior commercial lawyers – ContractPodAi® 
comes loaded “out of the box” with fully comprehensive features including:


-        AI powered Contract Discovery function

-        Contract Automation and Self Servicing Contract Desk

-        Legal Front Door

-        Full Contract Lifecycle Management

-        BI Analytics and Reporting

-        Workflows and Approval Automation 

-        Contract Collaboration
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Company Name: Copyright Clearance Center

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/copyright-clearance-center/ 
Website:  http://www.copyright.com


Company Description: Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) builds unique solutions that 
connect content and rights in contextually relevant ways through software and professional 
services. CCC helps people navigate vast amounts of data to discover actionable insights, 
enabling them to innovate and make informed decisions. CCC, with its subsidiaries 
RightsDirect and Ixxus, collaborates with customers to advance how data and information is 
integrated, accessed, and shared while setting the standard for effective copyright solutions 
that accelerate knowledge and power innovation. CCC is headquartered in Danvers, Mass. and 
has offices across North America, Europe and Asia. To learn more about CCC, visit 
www.copyright.com.
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Company Name: CSC

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/cscsince1899/ 
Website:  https://www.cscglobal.com


Company Description: CSC® is the world’s leading provider of business, legal, tax, and 
digital brand services to companies around the globe. We are the trusted partner for 90% of 
the Fortune 500®, more than half of the Best Global Brands (Interbrand®), nearly 10,000 law 
firms, and more than 3,000 financial organizations. 
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Company Name: Dentons

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/dentons/ 
Website:  http://www.dentons.com/


Company Description: Dentons is the world's largest law firm, delivering quality and value to 
clients around the globe. Dentons is a leader on the Acritas Global Elite Brand Index, a BTI 
Client Service 30 Award winner and recognized by prominent business and legal publications 
for its innovations in client service, including founding Nextlaw Labs and the Nextlaw Global 
Referral Network. Dentons' polycentric approach and world-class talent challenge the status 
quo to advance client interests in the communities in which we live and work.
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Company Name: Disco

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/cs-disco-llc/ 
Website:  http://csdisco.com/ 


Company Description: As the leading provider of software as a service solutions developed 
by lawyers for lawyers, DISCO is reinventing legal technology to  automate and simplify 
complex and error-prone tasks that distract from practicing law. DISCO has been embraced by 
more than 400 law firms, including 50 of the top AmLaw 200, as their first choice for innovative 
technologies that enhance the practice of law to help secure justice and win cases.
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Company Name: doeLegal

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/doelegal/ 
Website:  http://www.doelegal.com


Company Description: You receive:  

- Legal Spend & Matter Management Solutions (Enterprise Legal Management)

- Complete Analytic Dashboards for one collaborative position
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- Easy-to-Configure, Visual Display of all Matter Data

- Legal Spend & Matter Management Solutions (Enterprise Legal Management)

- Comprehensive Legal Hold Management

- Litigation Support Solutions

- EDRM Managed Solutions for e-Discovery

- Legal Enterprise Collaboration Services 


Overview:

doeLEGAL provides advanced information management tools and elevated support designed 
to provide corporate legal departments and law firms with anytime, anywhere control of cases 
and costs to help inform decision making and drive successful outcomes. 


Legal e-Billing & Matter Management:

ASCENT™ promotes collaboration between corporate legal departments and outside partners. 
This Enterprise Legal Management tool evolves with your needs to automate the process, 
giving your team the real-time data needed to make confident decisions. 

• Improve productivity with smart data and advanced analytics

• Ask complex questions and get immediate answers

• Compare matter, spend, and law firm data in one place


ASCENT v8 includes SmartView Advanced Analytic Dashboards and SmartLink Outlook 
Integration - each designed with unmatched visibility into matters. ASCENT helps legal 
departments make data-driven decisions that drive successful outcomes.


Litigation Support & e-Discovery:

doeDiscovery™, the comprehensive litigation support solution manages the entire process 
from Legal Hold through Production.  It stores all case information in a secure, cloud-based 
(SaaS) environment. You can review, search, share, analyze by custom criteria, set security 
access, and process reports at any time. The complete process uses the best-fit software at all 
times. We expertly manage the process and technology allowing you to focus on the law.


Smart data, intelligently delivered allows you to increase legal performance by up to 65%.
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Company Name: Epiq

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/epiqglobal/ 
Website:  http://www.epiqglobal.com 


Company Description: Epiq, a global leader in the legal services industry, takes on large-
scale, increasingly complex tasks for corporate counsel, law firms, and business professionals 
with efficiency, clarity, and confidence. Clients rely on Epiq to streamline the administration of 
business operations, class action and mass tort, court reporting, eDiscovery, regulatory, 
compliance, restructuring, and bankruptcy matters. Epiq subject-matter experts and 
technologies create efficiency through expertise and deliver confidence to high-performing 
clients around the world. Learn more at www.epiqglobal.com. 
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Company Name: eSentire

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/esentire-inc-/ 
Website:  http://www.esentire.com


Company Description: eSentire is the largest pure-play Managed Detection and Response 
(MDR) service provider, keeping organizations safe from constantly evolving cyber-attacks that 
technology alone cannot prevent. Its 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), staffed by elite 
security analysts, hunts, investigates, and responds in real-time to known and unknown threats 
before they become business-disrupting events. eSentire protects more than $6 trillion in 
corporate assets across leading financial, legal, healthcare and manufacturing firms. 

Additional Submitted Information: Law firms are uniquely positioned as the hub of the 
economy, with unparalleled access to privileged and highly confidential client data that touches 
all aspects of legislations and regulations, mergers and acquisitions, intellectual property and 
patent filings, and market changing product launches. This trove of data makes law firms a 
prime target for cyber criminals and nation states. As such, law firms are suspectible to 
catastrophic reputational damage and financial losses that result from such attacks. For over 
five years, eSentire has been a leader protecting these firms with its Managed Detection and 
Response (MDR) service: 24x7 vigilence provided by elite security analysts that hunt, 
investigate and responds to known and unknown threats in real-time, before they become 
business-disrupting events. This work provides a unique perspective into the world of law firm 
cyber risks and attacks. Most notably, eSentire thwarted a nation state attack against a AM100 
firm. This attack is now under legal and State Department investigation. Moreover, eSentire 
found and stopped major persistent attacks by organized crime syndicates specifically 
targeting law firms and their senior attorneys. It is for this reason, that eSentire is the 
recognized and industry award-winning cybersecurity expert to law firms, and plays a pivotal 
role providing security awareness training and attack simulations through organizations such as 
the International Legal Technology Agency (ILTA), Association of Legal Administrators (ALA) 
and American Bar Association (ABA). Every year, eSentire trains hundreds of attorneys and 
security practitioners to recognize and disrupt attacks and ensure their clients privileged data 
remains confidential and secure. eSentire’s Risk Advisory services provides security planning 
and assessments, incident response planning and simulations, and has helped AM100 firms 
build a robust defense against cyber adversaries. eSentire works with many legal clients – 
ranging from small firms to the AM100 – to take on a unique and truly proactive approach to 
securing their critical digital assets. This work along with the strength of eSentire’s MDR 
solution and services have also influenced industry thought leaders like Gartner Research to 
create a splinter market for MDR and better support the cybersecurity needs of the mid-
market. eSentire’s MDR solution and services keeps firms safe from constantly evolving cyber-
attacks that technology alone cannot prevent. eSentire’s esNETWORK is the key component 
for eSentire’s MDR service. esNETWORK is a zero latency IPS/IDS designed to provide full 
network visibility to eliminate blind-spots that traditional technologies miss. The esNETWORK 
sensor is deployed on site and captures network traffic, detects and identifies threats (through 
intelligent pattern analysis), notifies the eSentire SOC of the threats, and if appropriate, uses 
sophisticated forensic tools to investigate and respond to suspicious behavior and lock it down 
within seconds. The SOC will then provide threat and site-specific contextual analysis, 
qualifying and classifying the threats using forensic analysis techniques. If appropriate, the 
SOC alerts the client about a threat, configures the sensor to mitigate the threat and conducts 
further forensic analysis. eSentire will also distribute proactive measures to all esNETWORK 
clients. To learn more about eSentire’s solution for legal services, please visit:https://
www.esentire.com/assets/resources/8ced1eb8ca/Solution-Brief-Managed-Detection-and-
Response-for-Legal-Services.pdf
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Company Name: Eversheds Sutherland

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/es-agile/ 
Website:  http://www.eversheds-sutherland.com


Company Description: ES/Agile is an established division of Eversheds Sutherland, created to 
meet client demand for high quality, interim legal, HR and compliance professionals. We 
provide peace of mind with legal knowledge and the support of a globally branded law firm.  
We have an extensive track record of highly successful placements and our clients and 
consultants tell us they like the cost certainty, quality, and integration with the wider firm that 
only ES/Agile can provide.
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Company Name: Exiger

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/exiger/about/ 
Website:  http://www.exiger.com


Company Description: Exiger is a global regulatory and financial crime, risk and compliance 
company. Exiger arms financial institutions, multinational corporations and governmental 
agencies with the practical advice and technology solutions they need to prevent compliance 
breaches, respond to risk, remediate major issues and monitor ongoing business activities. 
Exiger works with clients worldwide to assist them in effectively managing their critical 
challenges while developing and implementing the policies, procedures and programs needed 
to create a sustainable compliance environment. A global authority on regulatory compliance, 
the company also oversees some of the world's most complex court-appointed and voluntary 
monitorships in the private and public sectors. Exiger has four principal business units being: 
Exiger Advisory; Exiger Diligence; Exiger Government Services; and Exiger Tech, including AI-
based automated due diligence solutions DDIQ and Insight 3PM. Exiger operates through 
offices in New York City, Silver Spring (DC Metro), Toronto, Vancouver, London, Hong Kong, 
Singapore and Bucharest.
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Company Name: Fieldfisher

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/fieldfisher/ 
Website:  http://www.fieldfisher.com


Company Description: Fieldfisher is a European law firm with market leading practices in 
many of the world's most dynamic sectors.


We are an exciting, forward-thinking organisation with a particular focus on technology, finance 
& financial services, energy & natural resources, life sciences and media.


Our growing European network of offices supports an international client base alongside our 
Silicon Valley and China colleagues.
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Among our clients we count social media sites and high street coffee chains as well as 
pharmaceutical, life sciences and medical devices companies, energy suppliers, banks and 
technology leaders.


Clients choose to work with us because we deliver commercial, pragmatic and innovative 
solutions through our exceptional legal expertise and experience, on time and on budget.


Our network has more than 1,800 people working across 24 offices providing highly 
commercial advice based on an in-depth understanding of our clients' needs.


We operate across our offices in Amsterdam, Barcelona, Beijing, Belfast, Birmingham, 
Bologna, Brussels, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Guangzhou, Hamburg, London, Luxembourg, 
Madrid, Manchester, Milan, Munich, Paris, Rome, Shanghai, Turin, Venice and Silicon Valley.


Fieldfisher is currently the Legal Business Law Firm of the Year and ranked as one of Europe's 
most innovative law firms by the Financial Times in 2018.
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Company Name: File & ServeXpress

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/file-&-servexpress/ 
Website:  http://www.fileandservexpress.com


Company Description: File & ServeXpress, headquartered in Irving, Texas, focuses on 
providing attorneys with case, document and party management solutions that simplify the 
litigation workflow of a case. By offering electronic filing to courts, process service, secure 
document exchange among judges and attorneys, alert and notification tools, and a document 
repository, File & ServeXpress offers a complete litigation solution for the life of a case. File & 
ServeXpress was formed in 2012 through an acquisition of two of the pioneers of eFiling and 
electronic service – CaseFileXpress and File & Serve, a former LexisNexis company. The 
resulting combination brought together products and teams with more than 25 years of 
experience in legal eFiling and service delivery, forming the leader in the industry. File & 
ServeXpress team has successfully worked with attorneys and courts around the country to 
implement electronic filing, with existing eFiling and/or eService projects spanning 30 states 
and the District of Columbia. The current products in the File & ServeXpress portfolio include 
File & ServeXpress, CaseFileXpress, FIle & Serve Delaware, File & Serve Indiana, File & Serve 
Illinois & File & Serve Texas. File & ServeXpress manages more than 80 million documents, 
works in 1,300 courts nationwide and has more than 190,000 registered users, including 
representing the top 100 litigation firms in the country. All of which are provided with a variety 
of free training resources and 24/7/365 support options. 

Additional Submitted Information: File & ServeXpress (FSX) is the national leader in the 
eFiling market and for 25 years has provided internet-based technology services to courts and 
law firms. Our core competencies include eFiling, eService, Document repository, Consolidated 
Monthly Billing and MDL expertise. FSX secures 80+ million legal documents, maintains 1.8 
million cases and has over 190,000 registered users. 
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Company Name: Fisher Phillips

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/fisher-&-phillips-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.fisherphillips.com


Company Description: The attorneys at Fisher Phillips are committed to providing value to our 
clients. We do one thing - represent employers in labor and employment matters.


Our clients know their legal problems will be treated as business problems and that we strive to 
help them avoid legal problems. We believe the lawsuit that’s never filed is a better win for a 
client than a costly defense verdict. 


Although skilled and tenacious advocates, our attorneys recognize that the most aggressive 
and expensive approach may not always be the best solution to a client's problem. We seek to 
identify the client's primary business objective, design a solution to fit the objective, and 
implement that solution in the most efficient manner possible. 


By performing compliance audits, providing the right policies, procedures and training, and 
offering thoughtful advice and counsel, we assist clients in preventing employee claims and 
lawsuits, government investigations, and union organizing activity.


We’re in the client service business and know that many labor and employment problems arise 
without much  warning and require an immediate response. We meet deadlines and provide 
plenty of advance time where client review of documents is needed. And we communicate with 
our clients in plain English. 


Founded in Atlanta, we're national with 32 offices and more than 350 attorneys. Our attorneys 
practice before state and federal courts and administrative agencies in virtually every state.
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Company Name: Foley & Lardner

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/foley-&-lardner-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.foley.com


Company Description: Foley & Lardner LLP looks beyond the law to focus on the constantly 
evolving demands facing our clients and their industries. With over 1,100 lawyers in 24 offices 
across the United States, Mexico, Europe, and Asia, Foley approaches client service by first 
understanding our clients’ priorities, objectives, and challenges. We work hard to understand 
our clients’ issues and forge long-term relationships with them to help achieve successful 
outcomes and solve their legal issues through practical business advice and cutting-edge legal 
insight. Our clients view us as trusted business advisors because we understand that great 
legal service is only valuable if it is relevant, practical and beneficial to their businesses.
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Company Name: GAN Integrity
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LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/gan-integrity/ 
Website:  http://www.ganintegrity.com 


Company Description: GAN Integrity is your one-stop-shop for compliance technology. With 
six robust modules, GAN can power your entire program with ease and bring data together into 
a single, fully integrated cloud-based platform.  


Since 2004, GAN has been helping companies around the world manage corporate risk and 
misconduct. Today, many of the world’s leading brands trust GAN’s innovative software to help 
them better manage compliance. GAN’s compliance management software offers applications 
including training, policy management, third-party due diligence, whistleblower hotline, case 
management, risk management, and reporting into a single, easy to use platform. 


GAN also produces the Business Anti-Corruption Portal, the world’s largest and most 
recognized online resource for anti-corruption compliance aimed at the business community, 
endorsed and sponsored by the European Commission.
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Company Name: Gowling WLG

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/gowlingwlg/ 
Website:  http://gowlingwlg.com 


Company Description: Gowling WLG is an international law firm created by the combination 
of Gowlings, a leading Canadian law firm, and Wragge Lawrence Graham & Co (WLG), a 
leading UK-based international law firm. 


With more than 1,400 legal professionals in 18 cities worldwide, we provide our clients with in-
depth expertise in key global sectors and a suite of legal services at home and abroad. We see 
the world through our clients’ eyes, and collaborate across countries, offices, service areas and 
sectors to help them succeed, no matter how challenging the circumstances. 
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Company Name: Guidepost

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/guidepost-solutions/ 
Website:  http://www.guidepostsolutions.com


Company Description: In a world where change is certain, experience is the best protection. 
Guidepost Solutions offers global investigations, compliance and monitoring, and security and 
technology consulting solutions for clients in a wide range of industries. Our expert team 
provides leadership and strategic guidance to address critical client needs across the globe. 
With headquarters in New York, Guidepost Solutions maintains offices in key markets including 
Bogotá; Boston; Chicago; Dallas; Honolulu; London; Los Angeles; Miami; Oakland; Palm 
Beach; Sacramento; San Francisco; Seattle; Singapore; and Washington, D.C.; and has 
resources across the globe. Experience guides us. Solutions define us.
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Company Name: Heretik

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/heretik/ 
Website:  http://www.heretik.com


Company Description: Heretik is a lightweight, deployable application that seamlessly 
integrates into your Relativity instance. Our contract review solution enables Relativity users to 
extend their favorite e-Discovery tool to corporate transaction and regulatory response use 
cases, enhancing best practices with minimal disruption.


From inception, we’ve prioritized cutting-edge machine learning technology along with 
workflow capabilities to allow users to take immediate action on their contract data. Whether 
managing massive M&A transactions, comparing messy employment agreements, or 
extracting critical data in bespoke contracts, our solution reduces days or weeks of work to 
minutes. The results? More accurate bids, better win rates, larger capacity to manage 
contracts, and expanded footprints within key accounts.
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Company Name: HighQ

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/high_q/ 
Website:  http://highq.com 


Company Description: HighQ empowers leading law firms and corporate legal teams to 
transform the way they work and deliver legal services. We unite internal and external teams 
with social collaboration, secure file sharing, project management, powerful integrations and 
more, improving data security, efficiency and productivity. Our platform is flexible and user-
friendly, by continually offering innovative solutions for all areas of law, we keep our clients 
ahead in the evolving legal market.


Founded in 2001, HighQ has grown to a team of more than 350 and is headquartered in 
London with offices in Kansas City, New York, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Sydney and Ahmedabad.
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Company Name: HotDocs

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hotdocs-limited/about/ 
Website:  http://www.hotdocs.com 


Company Description: Part of the AbacusNext group of companies, HotDocs is the leading 
provider of automated document assembly technology, globally.  Our software allows 
organisations to transform frequently used documents and forms into intelligent templates that 
enable superfast production of custom documentation.
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Aside from time savings, HotDocs offers reduced risk, enhanced compliance and operational 
efficiency when producing documents.


Used by customers across a range of sectors including legal, banking, insurance, corporate, 
public and publishing, HotDocs has clients in more than 60 countries and end users of our 
product totals one million.  Our software is available on premise, on desktop and via the cloud 
and is suitable for enterprises of all sizes.


In the legal sector, 60% of all law firms who utilise document assembly technology choose 
HotDocs.  We also work with global banks, corporations and high profile government bodies to 
deliver world-leading document assembly solutions.
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Company Name: Icertis

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/icertis/ 
Website:  http://www.icertis.com


Company Description: Icertis, the leading enterprise contract management platform in the 
cloud, solves the hardest contract management problems on the easiest to use platform. With 
Icertis, companies accelerate their business by increasing contract velocity, protect against risk 
by ensuring regulatory and policy compliance, and optimize their commercial relationships by 
maximizing revenue and reducing costs. The AI-infused Icertis Contract Management (ICM) 
platform is used by companies like 3M, Airbus, Cognizant, Daimler, Microsoft and Roche to 
manage 5.7 million contracts in 40+ languages across 90+ countries.
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Company Name: Innovative Development

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/innovative-development/ 
Website:  http://www.id-llc.com


Company Description: We deliver thoughtful, valuable and efficient solutions to the Fortune 
500, large NGOs, academic institutions and the government. Our senior consultants average 
more than a decade of experience leading integrated business teams in most major business 
and industrial sectors. We have especially deep expertise in pharmaceuticals, finance and 
manufacturing where combining operational efficiency, technology and innovative staff 
structures forged the best practices now common in other industries. 


Bringing proven processes, technologies and operational thinking to a broader industry roster 
was central to the founding of Innovative Development. In part because the marketplace 
needed these services to enhance competitive positions, and in part to diversify our own 
knowledgebase as industries continued to experiment with outsourcing models. Having feet in 
the world of government, law and education makes perfect sense when you consider they 
become more tightly woven with each passing year. As strategic advisors, it's beneficial to 
have access to the brightest new minds, top level legal counsel and the latest in government 
policy. By consulting in these areas, we maintain an acute knowledge of the essential lissues 
that impact business and organizational success.
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Company Name: Integreon

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/integreon/ 
Website:  http://www.integreon.com 


Company Description: Spanning the full range of litigation, contract lifecycle management 
and business enablement solutions, Integreon empowers law firms, corporations, professional 
services organizations and financial services institutions to deliver predictable outcomes 
allowing our clients to focus on what they do best. It’s On! 
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Company Name: Intelligize

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/intelligize-inc-/ 
Website:  http://www.intelligize.com


Company Description: Intelligize™ is the leading provider of best-in-class content, exclusive 
news collections, regulatory insights, and powerful analytical tools for compliance and 
transactional professionals.


Intelligize offers a web-based research platform that ensures law firms, accounting firms, 
corporations and other organizations stay compliant with government regulations, build 
stronger deals and agreements, and deliver value to their shareholders and clients.


Headquartered in the Washington, DC metro area, Intelligize serves Fortune 500 companies, 
including Starbucks, IBM, Microsoft, Verizon and Walmart, as well as many of the top global 
law and accounting firms. 


In 2016, Intelligize became a wholly-owned subsidiary of LexisNexis®, a leading global 
provider of content-enabled workflow solutions designed specifically for professionals in the 
legal, risk management, corporate, government, law enforcement, accounting and academic 
markets. 
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Company Name: Ironclad

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ironclad-inc-/ 
Website:  https://ironcladapp.com 


Company Description: Contracts are business decisions trapped in administrative tasks. 
Ironclad is software that does all the administrative work better left for a robot, freeing legal 
teams to do more substantive work and drive business strategy. By automating contracting 
processes and extracting intelligence from contracts, Ironclad lets legal teams focus on legal 
work, rather than paperwork. Legal teams at companies like Gusto, HotelTonight, GoFundMe, 
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Glassdoor, Procore use Ironclad to get their contracts done more efficiently and accurately, and 
to maintain a single source of truth regarding their contents.
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Company Name: Jackson Lewis

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/jackson-lewis-p-c/ 
Website:  http://www.jacksonlewis.com


Company Description: Jackson Lewis P.C. is a law firm with more than 900 attorneys in major 
cities nationwide serving clients across a wide range of practices and industries. Having built 
its reputation on providing premier workplace law representation to management, the firm has 
grown to include leading practices in the areas of government relations, healthcare and sports 
law. Named the "Innovative Law Firm of the Year" by the International Legal Technology 
Association, the firm’s commitment to client service and depth of expertise draws clients to 
Jackson Lewis for excellent value-driven legal advice.
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Company Name: JAMS

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/jams/ 
Website:  http://www.jamsadr.com 


Company Description: JAMS successfully resolves and manages business and legal disputes 
by providing efficient, cost-effective and impartial ways of overcoming barriers at any stage of 
conflict. JAMS offers customized dispute resolution services locally and globally through a 
combination of industry-specific experience, first-class client service, top-notch facilities and 
highly trained panelists.


The mission of JAMS is to provide the highest quality dispute resolution services to our clients 
and to our local, national and global communities. We respect the parties and their 
representatives and are committed to achieving the best possible resolution of their dispute. 
The most respected attorneys and other professionals in the world choose JAMS for the 
resolution of disputes, particularly when the stakes are high, the matter is complex and the 
parties appear unyielding.
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Company Name: Kilpatrick Townsend

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/kilpatrick-townsend-&-stockton-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.kilpatricktownsend.com 


Company Description: Kilpatrick Townsend attorneys are fully engaged in the success of the 
firm's clients. We deliver results-oriented counsel for corporations at all stages of the growth 
cycle, from the challenging demands of financial transactions and securities to the disciplines 
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of intellectual property management. A close collaboration between the firm's practice areas 
ensures that we are well-positioned to serve all of our clients' needs. 


We serve clients around the world from offices in California, Colorado, District of Columbia, 
Georgia, New York, North Carolina, Texas, Washington, China, Japan, and Sweden. We value 
our client relationships and are committed to learning and furthering the business, as well as 
legal goals, of each company we work with. 


We strive at every level to develop beneficial relationships built on trust and mutual respect. We 
partner with the senior executives and internal counsel of our corporate clients, integrating and 
sharing tasks as appropriate. We take pride in the fact that clients who hire us once, typically 
hire us again. Our success is measured by the results we achieve on behalf of our clients, and 
we commit ourselves, without reservation, to the overriding objective of client satisfaction.


Updates and posts from Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP may include attorney advertising. 
Updates, posts, and comments are not intended to be, nor should they be considered as, legal 
advice or opinion. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
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Company Name: Kira Systems

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/kira/ 
Website:  https://kirasystems.com/


Company Description: Kira Systems helps enterprises uncover relevant information from their 
contracts.


Our easy-to-use machine learning software requires no consulting engagement and no 
technical expertise to get started.


About Kira

Kira is powerful, award-winning software that excels at searching and analyzing contract text. 
Kira offers pre-built, machine learning models covering due diligence, general commercial, 
corporate organization, real estate and compliance. Using Kira Quick Study, anyone can train 
additional models that can accurately identify virtually any desired clause. Kira can be 
deployed on virtual data rooms and other large repositories of contracts, creating summary 
analyses within minutes. 


Customers, who include some of the world's largest corporations and professional services 
firms, have trusted Kira on hundreds of billions of dollars of transactions to date. They also 
deploy Kira for knowledge management, contract search, analytics, and other use cases where 
visibility into contract provisions is critical.
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Company Name: Kroll

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/kroll/ 
Website:  https://www.kroll.com/
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Company Description: Kroll is the leading global provider of risk solutions. For more than 45 
years, Kroll has helped clients make confident risk management decisions about people, 
assets, operations and security through a wide range of investigations, cyber security, due 
diligence and compliance, physical and operational security, and data and information 
management services. For more information, visit www.kroll.com.


Duff & Phelps is the global advisor that protects, restores and maximizes value for clients in the 
areas of valuation, corporate finance, investigations, disputes, cyber security, compliance and 
regulatory matters, and other governance-related issues. We work with clients across diverse 
sectors, mitigating risk to assets, operations and people. With Kroll, a division of Duff & Phelps 
since 2018, our firm has nearly 3,500 professionals in 28 countries around the world. For more 
information, visit www.duffandphelps.com. 
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Company Name: LawGeex

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lawgeex/ 
Website:  https://www.lawgeex.com/ 


Company Description: LawGeex is transforming legal operations. We help legal teams 
automate the review and approval of day-to-day business contracts. Combining LawGeex A.I. 
technology with your legal team’s expertise, we get business moving faster, reduce the legal 
bottleneck, and help focus legal’s time on more strategic tasks.


We make sure the simple question “Can I sign this?” doesn’t slow down business.


Our easy to use, cloud-based platform enables our customers to automate the review of 
contracts, analyze their contents and compare them to their legal team’s predefined criteria or 
to industry benchmarks. Custom workflows streamline operations between legal, procurement 
and sales departments, while giving legal full control. 


LawGeex is the quickest, easiest and most cost effective way to review and approve contracts.


We'll help you #lovelegal again.
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Company Name: Legal Files

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/legal-files-software-inc./ 
Website:  https://www.legalfiles.com/


Company Description: Legal Files Software, Inc. develops case and matter management 
software applications for the legal industry. Legal Files matter management software has 
undergone thorough hands-on testing to produce peerless real-world matter management and 
workflow management applications. Thousands of users across many industries and around 
the world rely on Legal Files to store case information and track office workflow. Legal Files is 
designed to work seamlessly in legal departments, law firms, insurance companies, public 
sector agencies and legal aid organizations.
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Company Name: Legal Suite

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/legal-suite-inc/ 
Website:  http://www.legal-suite.com 


Company Description: As leading global provider of Enterprise Legal Technology®, Legal 
Suite offers a software solution dedicated to business law professions. Its suite of a-la-carte 
modules, GaLexy®, addresses the day-to-day needs of legal departments such as: Contracts, 
Matter Management, Litigation, Intellectual Property, E-Billing, Power of Attorney, etc. Legal 
Suite supports its customers’ legal performance by providing its expertise in the fields of 
Enterprise Legal Management (ELM), Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) and Governance, 
Risk and Compliance (GRC), across all industries. Legal Suite is part of the Septeo Group, 
leading technology provider supporting liberal legal professions, such as Notaries, Lawyers, 
and Real Estate Managers. Based in North America, United Arab Emirates, and Europe, Legal 
Suite can call on more than 18 years of experience, over 1,000 projects, more than 600 
customers and 50,000 users throughout the world.
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Company Name: LexisNexis

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lexisnexis/ 
Website:  http://www.lexisnexis.com 


Company Description: LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of legal, 
regulatory and business information and analytics that help customers increase productivity, 
improve decision-making and outcomes, and advance the rule of law around the world.


We help lawyers win cases, manage their work more efficiently, serve their clients better and 
grow their practices. We assist corporations in better understanding their markets, monitoring 
their brands and competition, and in mitigating business risk. We collaborate with universities 
to educate students, and we support nation-building with governments and courts by making 
laws accessible and strengthening legal infrastructures. We partner with leading global 
associations and customers to collect evidence against war criminals and provide tools to 
combat human trafficking.


LexisNexis Legal & Professional, which serves customers in more than 130 countries with 
10,000 employees worldwide, is part of RELX Group, a global provider of information and 
analytics for professional and business customers across industries.
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Company Name: LinkSquares

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/linksquares/ 
Website:  http://linksquares.com 
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Company Description: At LinkSquares, we think your internal legal and finance teams have 
better things to do than spending thousands of hours a year reviewing contracts one by one. 
So we built software that automatically reads and retrieves key data from your entire library of 
agreements, making review and diligence projects lightning fast and super simple. You'll be up 
and running on our AI-powered Contract Analytics cloud in a snap too - our white-glove 
onboarding will have you launched, trained, and fully integrated into your workflows in 30 days.


So go focus on raising money, getting acquired, or just plain growing as fast as you can. With 
LinkSquares, your contracts will become a source of knowledge the entire company can 
depend on.
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Company Name: Littler

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/littler-mendelson/ 
Website:  http://www.littler.com 


Company Description: Littler is the largest global employment and labor law practice, 
representing management in all aspects of employment and labor law and serving as a single-
source solution provider to the global employer community. Consistently recognized in the 
industry as a leading and innovative law practice, Littler has been litigating, mediating and 
negotiating some of the most influential employment law cases and labor contracts on record 
for more than 75 years. Littler’s international offices span three continents – North America, 
South America and Europe – and include: Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, the 
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, France, Germany, Guatemala, Honduras, Italy, Mexico, the 
Netherlands, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, the United Kingdom and Venezuela. 
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Company Name: Logikcull

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/logik/ 
Website:  http://logikcull.com


Company Description: Logikcull.com is instant discovery for modern legal teams. Its secure, 
cloud-based solution helps law firms and organizations of all sizes solve the expensive, 
complex, and risky challenges associated with eDiscovery, internal investigations, and open 
records response. With Logikcull, you can start a discovery project in five seconds, from 
anywhere at any time on any device. Reviewing data is as easy as performing a Google search. 
And in Logikcull, your data is always secure. That’s why it’s trusted by the Fortune 500, Am 
Law 200, and governments of the biggest cities in the world. Founded in 2004 by CEO Andy 
Wilson and CTO Sheng Yang, Logikcull builds powerfully simple software that democratizes 
discovery.
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Company Name: LRN

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lrn/ 
Website:  http://www.lrn.com


Company Description: Since 1994, LRN has helped 15 million people in 700 companies 
worldwide navigate complex legal and regulatory environments and foster ethical cultures. 
LRN's combination of practical tools, education, and strategic advisement helps companies 
translate their values into concrete practices and leadership behaviors that create sustainable, 
competitive advantage. In partnership with LRN, companies need not choose between living 
principles and maximizing profits, or between enhancing reputation and growing revenue: both 
are a product of principled performance.


Our offerings mitigate the risk of costly ethical lapses and compliance failures, while building 
trust and earning the company a reputation for lawful and ethical conduct.


LRN is the trusted long-term partnership to more than 400 client companies, including some of 
the most respected and successful businesses in the world, have enabled us to create an 
active and growing community with a common interest. Together we acquire and disseminate 
proven strategic and tactical insights and develop solutions based on real-world experiences. 
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Company Name: Luminance

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/luminancetech/ 
Website:  http://www.luminance.com


Company Description: Luminance is the market-leading artificial intelligence platform for the 
legal industry. Trained by legal experts, the revolutionary technology is founded on 
breakthroughs in machine learning at the University of Cambridge. 


Luminance understands language the way humans do, in volumes and at speeds that humans 
will never achieve. It provides an immediate and global overview of any company, picking out 
warning signs without needing any 

instruction. Whether used for due diligence, compliance, insurance or contract management, 
Luminance adds value to a legal team, freeing lawyers to focus on what matters. 


Request a demo at demo@luminance.com to see how Luminance can save your firm time and 
money without sacrificing accuracy.


Luminance Technologies Ltd has been certified by BSI to ISO 27001 (Information Security 
Management System) under certificate number IS 676638. 
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Website:  http://www.mindcrest.com


Company Description: In 2001, two transactional attorneys from global law firms and two 
engineers from Silicon Valley decided to begin upon an uncharted path that would grow the 
alternative legal services industry to a global scale. The founders felt strongly that the law firm 
business model rewarded inefficiency and below-optimal outcomes to clients. Therefore, 
Mindcrest was founded as the world’s first ‘pure play' alternative legal services provider, and 
has provided contract review and management services for all of these 18 years, on the belief 
that subject matter expertise, project management, technology, and innovative service delivery 
is transformative of the legal industry. This business was built from the ground up and has 
evolved to support all aspects of the alternative legal services spectrum for a growing client 
base of Fortune 500 clients and global law firms. Today, that spectrum includes our practice 
areas of Compliance, Contracts Management, Legal Analytics, and Litigation & Investigations. 
The founders remain in control of the business today, and many of those in our senior 
management have backgrounds with large law and consulting firms. Our collective history has 
helped formulate our core strategy to produce high-quality work, continuous process 
improvement, and innovative pricing models. 

Additional Submitted Information: As the most experienced legal services company, we 
bring unique strengths and capabilities to every client relationship. The factors that differentiate 
Mindcrest are: Practice Areas: Our four practice Areas—Compliance, Contracts Management, 
Legal Analytics, and Litigation & Investigations—cover the full spectrum of alternative legal 
services. Our legal DNA is at the core of how we operate in that we are ‘lawyers for lawyers.’ 
We offer managed legal services and not business process, temporary staffing, or other non-
legal services. mTech: mTech is our two-pronged approach to technology: one side involves a 
team that routinely tests leading industry technologies, evaluates them based on a robust set 
of criteria, and ensures that Mindcrest’s recommendations are suitable solutions for each 
client’s specific needs; the other is an agile workflow management application which allows us 
to track KPIs that are customizable for each client to use the tool as their workflow platform. 
Mindcrest University: Mindcrest University (“MU”) is our unique in-house training program that 
combines legal, business, and technical instruction with a customized, client-specific syllabus. 
MU offers ongoing training with over 100 courses on substantive legal topics including 
modules on leadership, subject matter, project management, and technology. Mindcrest 
Method: Over the last 18 years, we have developed our unique methodology for project 
management, providing transparency, quality assurance, technology utilization, and delivering 
actionable metrics for our clients. Within the Mindcrest Method, ‘Quality First’ is our guiding 
principle. Every person at Mindcrest takes pride in producing exemplary work and excellent 
client service. Our team of seasoned lawyers manages the quality function of our projects with 
tested QA and QC methodologies. Best Shore Solutions: Using our strategically located 
delivery centers in the U.S., UK, and India, we are able to serve our clients using a ‘follow the 
sun’ approach. We have structured solutions with teams in all of these geographies working 
together on programs. We have the flexibility to deploy teams in various locations, including 
our clients’ offices when required. Our proposed model will allow us to overlap and provide 
adequate coverage to your Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong, and other EU based 
stakeholders. 
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Company Name: Minesoft

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/minesoft-ltd/ 
Website:  http://www.minesoft.com 
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Company Description: Global Patent Information solutions provider.


Winner of the prestigious Queen’s Award for Enterprise in 2009, Minesoft has fast become an 
established leader in the field of Patent Information, working with industrial corporations, 
patent attorney firms and patent authorities around the world.

Founded in 1996 to develop databases and software solutions for the Information industry, 
Minesoft specialises in tools and services for retrieving, storing and distributing patent 
information throughout the enterprise.


A strong in-house development team works on customising solutions for clients, including in-
house patent alerting and archiving systems, as well as continually enhancing core products 
such as PatentOrder and PatBase/PatBase Express - the searchable, international, patent 
family, full-text online databases.
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Company Name: Mintz

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/mintz-law/ 
Website:  http://www.mintz.com


Company Description: Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C. is a general 
practice, full service Am Law 100 law firm employing approximately 500 attorneys serving 
clients worldwide. We are headquartered at One Financial Center in Boston’s Financial District 
and have additional US offices in Los Angeles, New York City, San Diego, San Francisco, and 
Washington, DC, as well as an office in London and a strong international practice. 


Mintz was founded in 1933 by Haskell Cohn and Benjamin Levin. The firm’s Managing Member 
is Robert I. Bodian. Our collaborative attorneys work within four core practice areas — 
Transactional, Intellectual Property, Litigation & Investigations, and Regulatory & Advisory – and 
combine legal, business, and industry insight to provide exceptional legal strategies for clients 
in a variety of industries. 
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Company Name: Mitratech

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/mitratech/ 
Website:  http://www.mitratech.com


Company Description: Mitratech is a proven global technology partner for corporate legal 
professionals who seek out and maximize opportunities to raise productivity, control expense, 
and mitigate risk by deepening organizational alignment, increasing visibility, and spurring 
collaboration across the enterprise. 


With Mitratech's proven portfolio of end-to-end solutions, operational best practices permeate 
the enterprise, standardizing processes and accelerating time-to-value. By unlocking every 
opportunity to drive progress and improve outcomes, we're helping legal teams rise to the 
challenge of serving the evolving needs of the modern, dynamic enterprise. 
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Company Name: Morrison & Foerster LLP

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/morrison-&-foerster-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.mofo.com


Company Description: Morrison & Foerster is a global firm of exceptional credentials. Our 
name is synonymous with a commitment to client service that informs everything that we do. 
We are recognized throughout the world as a leader in providing innovative legal advice on 
matters that are redefining practices and industries.


MoFo lawyers have one compelling mission: to deliver success for our clients. Clients are 
clients of the firm, not of individual lawyers. We work together to find creative, business-savvy 
solutions to complex and routine legal matters.


Clients include leading technology and life science companies, Fortune 100 companies, and 
large financial institutions. We also represent investment funds and startup companies, and 
over the years have supported many in their growth and development as leading industry 
players and household brands. 


Our commitment to excellence unites us, as does our dedication to giving back to the 
communities in which we work and live. MoFo lawyers bring their talents and passions to bear 
on a range of pro bono initiatives, and the firm has been a leader in the pro bono field for more 
than two decades. We’ve also been a long-time champion for promoting diversity within the 
legal profession. We continue to thrive and grow because of our cultural values, not in spite of 
them. 


Morrison & Foerster has 1,000 lawyers who serve clients through a global network of 17 offices 
located in key technology, business, and financial centers in the United States, Asia, and 
Europe.
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Company Name: NAM

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/national-arbitration-&-mediation-nam-/ 
Website:  http://www.namadr.com/


Company Description: Founded in 1992, NAM (National Arbitration and Mediation) is 
recognized for its superb customer service and exceptional panel of arbitrators and mediators. 
For the third year in a row, NAM was named the Best ADR Firm in the United States by the 
2018 National Law Journal Annual Reader Rankings Survey and was also was voted the #1 
National ADR Provider by the 2018 Corporate Counsel Best of Survey. Further, eight of NAM’s 
neutrals were named National Law Journal 2018 Alternative Dispute Resolution Champions as 
part of a select group of only 46 nationwide. The New York Law Journal Annual Reader 
Rankings Survey selected NAM as the No. 1 ADR firm for the past seven years. NAM was also 
voted a "Best Overall ADR Provider" in the 2018 Best of the Midwest and New Jersey Law 
Journal Annual surveys and a "Best Online ADR Resource" by the 2018 Best of Connecticut 
Law Tribune survey.
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NAM works with more than 10,000 commercial entities, including more than 50 percent of the 
Fortune 100 companies. NAM offers litigants a nationwide panel of more than 2,600 top-tier 
former judges and practicing specialists uniquely qualified to facilitate the resolution of 
disputes in a private forum. NAM maintains rosters in all 50 states, Puerto Rico and in major 
cities around the world, with specific expertise in the areas of complex commercial, 
construction, employment, entertainment, financial services, international, insurance, medical 
malpractice, personal injury (including third-party and first-party actions), professional liability 
and real estate dispute resolution. NAM is an indispensable resource for parties seeking cost-
effective alternatives to expensive and time-consuming litigation.


NAM also provides complimentary continuing legal education programs for attorneys, bar 
associations, corporate and government legal departments, and other legal and business 
organizations.
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Company Name: NAVEX Global

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/navex-global/ 
Website:  http://www.navexglobal.com 


Company Description: NAVEX Global’s comprehensive suite of ethics and compliance 
software, content and services helps organizations protect their people, reputation and bottom 
line. Trusted by 95 of the FORTUNE 100 and more than 13,000 customers, our solutions are 
informed by the largest ethics and compliance community in the world. 
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Company Name: NetDocuments

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/netdocuments/ 
Website:  http://www.netdocuments.com/


Company Description: NetDocuments is enterprise content management in the cloud. Small 
to large organizations, including many of the Am Law 100 firms, rely on NetDocuments’ 
modern, secure solution for intelligent and confidential document and email management. With 
decades of document management experience, NetDocuments continually enhances the 
application, providing customer firms the most innovative solution for document and email 
management available in the market today. By eliminating on-premises or hosted system 
hardware and moving into the security of the cloud, the IT burden is dramatically decreased, 
reducing the cost and complexity of the DMS.


No other cloud-based document management solution is more secure than NetDocuments. 
Data security and strict digital asset protection are key differentiators of the service that allow 
law firms and other industries with strict compliance and security guidelines to confidently 
store and collaborate on their documents and email. Additionally, our powerful integrations with 
Microsoft Office allow for smart editing, drafting, searching, and version control. Extranets, 
secure links, and client portals provide collaboration and security to outside parties who need 
real time access to their documents.
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The pillars of our service include mobility, secure collaboration, disaster recovery, and 
compliance, and our SaaS (subscription-as-a-service) model requires us to proactively engage 
with our customers, ensuring we are meeting stringent requirements on a day-to-day basis. 
This includes managing a robust network for technical support and communities to share 
knowledge and insight regarding best practices.
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Company Name: Norton Rose Fulbright

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/nortonrosefulbright/ 
Website:  http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com 


Company Description: Norton Rose Fulbright is a global law firm. We provide the world’s 
preeminent corporations and financial institutions with a full business law service.  We have 
more than 4000 lawyers based in more than 50 cities across Europe, the United States, 
Canada, Latin America, Asia, Australia, Africa and the Middle East. 


Recognized for our industry focus, we are strong across all the key industry sectors: financial 
institutions, energy, infrastructure, mining, commodities and agribusiness, transport, 
technology and innovation, and life sciences and healthcare.


Wherever we are, we operate in accordance with our global business principles of quality, unity 
and integrity. We aim to provide the highest possible standard of legal service in each of our 
offices and to maintain that level of quality at every point of contact.


Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, Norton Rose Fulbright Australia, 
Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP and Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc are separate 
legal entities and all of them are members of Norton Rose Fulbright Verein, a Swiss verein. 
Norton Rose Fulbright Verein helps coordinate the activities of the members but does not itself 
provide legal services to clients.
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Company Name: Ollenburg

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ollenburgllc/ 
Website:  https://ollenburgllc.com/


Company Description: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OX_-hq6JBFFu3AHHSCAfqS74-
mQjkzDu/view?usp=sharing 
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Company Name: OneTrust

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/onetrust/ 
Website:  http://www.onetrust.com 
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Company Description: https://drive.google.com/file/d/14cPgR-
gLI2vUsL0CiPgdggHCm4Kw9hlt/view?usp=sharing  

Additional Submitted Information: Companies are beginning to understand that data 
protection and privacy is not only inherent to regulatory compliance, but a key business 
differentiator and market advantage. To tackle issues surrounding privacy and to achieve 
compliance across all levels of an organisation, businesses must continually reassess their 
data collection processes on a company-wide, and sometimes global scale, which requires 
significant time, money and effort spent. Technology is the ultimate answer for automation, 
operation and compliance. Today, OneTrust is defining what it means to automate these 
challenging privacy processes in an era where privacy risk management requires a unique set 
of capabilities and tools that are purpose built to support the entirety of an organisation. With a 
customer base featuring 21st Century Fox, Aetna, American Cancer Society, BNY Mellon, as 
well as 200 of the Global 2,000, OneTrust is the largest and most widely used dedicated 
privacy management technology platform on the market. Specially, OneTrust helps automate 
privacy compliance in four main ways: • Privacy Program Management: OneTrust helps privacy, 
legal and IT teams assess their current business processes for GDPR and other privacy 
regulation compliance. Customers can understand their data collection processes, benchmark 
organizational readiness and priorities requirements. OneTrust also maintains records of these 
processes, a mandatory GDPR requirement. • Marketing and Web Compliance: OneTrust helps 
companies comply with the various new marketing legal requirements under GDPR and 
ePrivacy. OneTrust offers universal consent management, mobile app consent, cookie banners, 
subject access request portals and integrations with IAB Europe’s standard consent 
framework. • Incident and Breach Response: OneTrust helps centrally manage incidents, 
automate tasks and keep records for compliance and notification. Customers can create 
timelines with flexible reporting and incident response audit trails, as well as prioritize 
mitigation efforts. • Vendor Risk Management: OneTrust a modern solution designed for privacy 
and security teams to hold vendors accountable to global privacy and security standards. 
Customer can automate their entire vendor lifecycle, from onboarding vendors, triaging and 
assessing risks, managing vendor contracts, demonstrating recordkeeping compliance, 
performing ongoing vendor audits, and fully offboarding vendors. Customers are supported by 
a global team of multi-lingual, certified technical implementation and product support 
professionals available 24/7/365. With technical resources available worldwide, OneTrust’s 
professional services organisation has added significant differentiation to our product offerings, 
helping solidify our position in the market. OneTrust’s in-house privacy team is constantly 
assessing the shifting and increasingly complex regulatory environment to direct our product 
roadmap. In the last year, we launched a dozen new modules to help companies with the 
various global privacy laws and requirements. (See onetrust.com/products for the full list.) 
Recently, OneTrust was listed as one of only two leaders in the Forrester New Wave on GDPR 
and Privacy Management Software with the highest rankings among all vendors. In the report, 
one customer reference stated, “I have never experienced another provider so eager to engage 
on so many levels.” Another noted “OneTrust’s intuitive design allows it to be used across the 
organisation.” We believe this third-party independent research further validates that not only is 
the privacy risk management market maturing, but OneTrust is #1. 
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LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/onit/ 
Website:  http://www.onit.com
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Company Description: Onit is the leading provider of Enterprise Legal Management (ELM) 
solutions for the 21st century. Brought to you by the same team that created spend 
management a generation ago, Onit is transforming the way legal departments drive 
operational and process improvements. By focusing on process, Onit’s solutions help 
customers drive tremendous gains in efficiency, accelerate transaction velocity and reduce 
costs. Our solutions simplify business process automation and improve business productivity 
across all departments and industries. 


Apptitude, Onit’s App Builder platform allows business users to drive efficiency and 
productivity by combining business process management, project management and 
information management into one easy to use tool so the user can create their own workflows 
without having to rely on IT for support. Businesses have processes for everything – whether 
it’s hiring a vendor or law firm, terminating an employee, submitting a contract for review, 
requesting a trademark request, obtaining an NDA, etc. Most of these processes are manual, 
paper intensive and cumbersome.


Using Onit solutions, processes are automated in a few clicks, responsible parties are notified 
immediately, and data collection is centralized. Onit doesn’t require any software to download 
or resources from IT.
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Company Name: Onspring

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/onspring-technologies/about/ 
Website:  https://www.onspring.com/


Company Description: At Onspring, we believe that business people should be empowered to 
innovate and solve problems without waiting for technical resources. We provide a flexible, no-
code platform for process automation, workflow, collaboration and reporting. We also deliver 
pre-configured solutions for internal audit, risk management, compliance, business operations 
and more.


Our mobile-friendly platform help you report clearly, respond quickly and work confidently. You 
can implement Onspring for a single business process or connect multiple functions to improve 
visibility and coordination across your enterprise. With Onspring, you’re in control. 
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Company Name: PERSUIT

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/persuit%E2%84%A2/ 
Website:  http://persuit.com


Company Description: PERSUIT is an outside counsel management platform that enables 
client organizations to scope and receive competitive and easy to compare proposals from 
their law firms of choice. In addition to taking the pain out of the RFP process, PERSUIT allows 
clients to:


* Drive Healthy Competition among their Panel Law Firms
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* Build Centralized & Scalable Processes

* Scales AFAs

* Unlock Data-Driven Insights

* Promote Collaboration With Law Firms
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Company Name: Premonition

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/premonition-analytics/ 
Website:  http://www.premonition.ai 


Company Description: Premonition.ai is an Artificial Intelligence system that mines Big Data 
to find out which Attorneys win before which Judges. It is a very, very unfair advantage in 
Litigation. 


Premonition also has the World's Largest Litigation Database - Bigger than every major 
litigation database combined:

• Global case search

• Real time updates


Other uses:

• Law Firms - Account pitches using data

• General Counsel - Internally defendable litigator selection. Get the best and prove it.

• Risk Managers - Historical litigation data with outcomes and costs. Litigation trend alerts.

• Law Enforcement - Global case search, real time alerts, litigation heat mapping. 

• Big data - Integration with other data sets, financial regression analysis. 

• Lobbying - Premonition knows which lobbyists get which bills passed with which politicians, 
committees and agencies.


See a free demo of the system that bought transparency to law at:

http://premonition.ai/take-a-tour/


Download our controversial new report: "Law's Secrets Revealed: A Big Data Look At 
Litigation"

http://premonition.ai/laws-secrets-revealed/

• How good are the Big Law Firms?

• Do higher priced Litigators deliver better results?

• Are Partners better than Associates?

• Are there some Attorneys that rarely lose before certain Judges?

• Are Men better lawyers than Women?
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Company Name: Quarles & Brady LLP

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/quarles-&-brady-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.quarles.com
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Company Description: For 125 years, Quarles & Brady LLP has provided quality legal services 
to a wide range of industries on a national stage. We've strived to learn our clients' businesses
—to see the horizons through their eyes. We don't just counsel, but invest in the success of 
each client, partnering with them to achieve their business goals. This dedication and 
investment is what sets Quarles & Brady apart: we provide a true partnership, in every sense of 
the word.


Quarles & Brady is a multidisciplinary AmLaw 200 legal services provider with 500 attorneys 
practicing at the top of the profession in Chicago, Indianapolis, Madison, Milwaukee, 
Minneapolis, Naples, Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tampa, Tucson, and Washington, D.C. Our national 
presence allows us to draw upon a group of highly skilled attorneys from all across the country 
to ensure the right people are working on our clients' matters. We have extensive experience 
working with the full industrial gamut, from cutting-edge technology to traditional 
manufacturing, and we have developed an extensive network of relationships with international 
legal counsel around the world, allowing us to effectively handle important matters for our 
clients on a global scale.


Our clients include major national and multinational corporations, technology companies, 
educational and research institutions, municipalities and government agencies, charitable 
organizations, industry executives, and high-net-worth individuals. They are industry leaders in 
technology, energy, financial services, health care, insurance, pharmaceuticals, real estate, and 
manufacturing, to name just a few.
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Company Name: Quislex

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/quislex/ 
Website:  http://www.QuisLex.com


Company Description: QuisLex is an award-winning legal services provider that specializes in 
managed document review, contract management, compliance services, legal spend 
management, and legal operations consulting. Our full-time highly trained attorneys, process 
experts, legal technologists, statisticians and linguists work closely with our clients to reduce 
cost, mitigate risk and maximize efficiency. QuisLex is regularly acknowledged as a leader in 
the legal services industry, and is proud to be recognized by the ACC as an ACC Value 
Champion, Chambers and Partners as a Band 1 Legal Process Outsourcing Provider, New York 
Law Journal as a Top Managed Document Review Services Provider, and the IACCM as its 
Outstanding Service Provider for contract management solutions. 
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Company Name: Reed Smith

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/reed-smith-llp/ 
Website:  http://www.reedsmith.com 


Company Description: At Reed Smith, we believe that the practice of law has the ability to 
drive progress.  We know your time is valuable and your matters are important. We are focused 
on outcomes, are highly collaborative, and have deep industry insight that, when coupled with 
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our local market knowledge, allows us to anticipate and address your needs. You deserve 
purposeful, highly engaged client service that drives progress for your business.


Products and Services

From Financial Services to Life Sciences, from Energy to Entertainment, Reed Smith has 
premier capabilities focused on fast-evolving global industries. Significant clients throughout 
the world turn to us to handle their high-stakes, high-profile matters. Our advantage is our 
lawyers practicing in these industry areas know their clients' business and legal needs inside 
and out.
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Company Name: Refinitiv

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/refinitiv/ 
Website:  https://www.refinitiv.com


Company Description: Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets 
data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in over 190 countries. We provide 
leading data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that 
connect a thriving global financial markets community - driving performance in trading, 
investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise 
risk and fighting financial crime. 

We are new market pioneers with 167 years of confidence. Breaking new barriers. Enabling 
more responsible, transparent and connected financial markets. We redefine what data can do. 
Through an open ecosystem, a high-performance culture, analytics, insights and technology. 


Data is a platform of discovery for all of us to connect, visualize and interpret meaning. 


Data is just the beginning and the possibilities are endless.
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Company Name: Rocket Lawyer

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/rocket-lawyer-inc/ 
Website:  https://www.rocketlawyer.com 


Company Description: Rocket Lawyer is the only integrated cloud legal service, making the 
law simple and affordable for everyone.


Founded in 2008, Rocket Lawyer strives to make the law affordable and simple for everyone. 
With financial backing and technical support from Google Ventures and its other partners, 
Rocket Lawyer has developed a cloud-based platform connecting millions of people with the 
legal help they need, at a fraction of the traditional cost. Using simple Q&A interviews, as well 
as live consultations with attorneys on their mobile phones, tablets and desktop computers, 
small business owners, self-employed individuals and consumers can now manage a wide 
variety of legal situations with relative ease. Follow the latest Rocket Lawyer news on Twitter 
@RocketLawyer.
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Company Name: Rocket Matter

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/rocket-matter/ 
Website:  http://www.rocketmatter.com


Company Description: Rocket Matter helps law firms increase their revenue by more than 
20% and offer better client service. Founded in 2008 as the first cloud-based product on the 
market, it offers an all-in-one legal practice management platform with the most powerful, 
easy-to-use time and billing software in the industry. With award-winning customer service 
based in the United States, its no wonder thousands of law firms love Rocket Matter.
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Company Name: Seal Software

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/seal-software-group/ 
Website:  http://www.seal-software.com 


Company Description: Seal Software is the leading provider of contract discovery and 
analytics. Seal enables companies around the world to manage their contract portfolio by 
understanding exactly where their contracts are and what is buried within them, maximizing 
revenue opportunities, mitigating risk, and reducing expenses.  
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Company Name: Seclore

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/seclore/ 
Website:  https://www.seclore.com/


Company Description: Seclore’s Rights Management solution enables organizations to 
control the usage of files wherever they go, both within and outside of organizations’ 
boundaries. The ability to remotely enforce and audit who can do what with a file (view, edit, 
copy, screen capture, print, run macros), from which device, and when empowers 
organizations to embrace BYOD, Cloud services, Enterprise File Sync and Share (EFSS) and 
external collaboration with confidence.   


Featuring dozens of pre-built connectors for leading enterprise applications (EFSS, DLP, ECM, 
ERP, and email), Seclore automates the protection of documents as they are downloaded, 
discovered, and shared to ensure rapid adoption. Seclore was recently recognized by Frost & 
Sullivan with a Growth Excellence award,  by Deloitte as one of the ‘50 Fastest Growing 
Technology Companies,’ and by Gartner as a ‘Cool Vendor,’ due to innovations in browser-
based access to protected documents. With over 4 million users across 420 companies in 22 
countries, Seclore is helping organizations achieve their data security, governance, and 
compliance objectives. 
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Company Name: Servient

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/servient-inc/ 
Website:  http://www.servient.com


Company Description: Servient is built on a true Big Data platform that provides massive 
scalability for intelligent management of today's unstructured data stores. Servient permits 
companies to quickly process unstructured data into the Servient archive and blends search 
with machine-learning workflows to discover knowledge and automatically organize the data.
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Company Name: Seyfarth Shaw LLP

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/seyfarth-shaw/ 
Website:  http://www.seyfarth.com


Company Description: At Seyfarth Shaw, we are leading the way to deliver legal services 
more effectively, more efficiently, more transparently.


Seyfarth Shaw LLP provides thoughtful, strategic, practical legal counsel to client companies 
and legal teams of all sizes. With more than 850 attorneys in the U.S., London, Shanghai, Hong 
Kong, Melbourne and Sydney, we offer a national platform and an international gateway to 
serve your changing business and legal needs in litigation, employment, corporate, real estate 
and employee benefits.


We have gained acclaim for our innovative SeyfarthLean client service model, which 
incorporates the core principles of Lean Six Sigma to the delivery of legal services, and we 
continue to develop new solutions and approaches for greater transparency and collaboration 
with our clients.


Some of our recent accolades include:

•	 Awarded ILTA’s 2017 Innovative Law Firm of the Year 

•	 Named a 2017 “Best Law Firm for Women” on Working Mother magazine’s annual list

•	 Recognized for “Standout Associates” on BTI Consulting Group's 2017 Law Firms with 
the Best Associates report


*Our London office operates as Seyfarth Shaw (UK) LLP, an affiliate of Seyfarth Shaw LLP. Our 
Australian practice operates as Seyfarth Shaw Australia, an Australian multidisciplinary 
partnership affiliated with Seyfarth Shaw LLP.
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Company Name: Shook, Hardy, & Bacon

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/shook-hardy-&-bacon/ 
Website:  http://www.shb.com
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Company Description: Shook, Hardy & Bacon has long been recognized as one of the 
premier litigation firms in the country. For more than a century, the firm has defended 
companies in their most substantial national and international products liability, mass tort and 
complex litigation matters. 


The firm has leveraged its complex products liability litigation expertise to expand into several 
other practice areas and advance its mission of “being the best in the world at providing 
creative and practical solutions at unsurpassed value.” As a result, the firm has built nationally 
recognized practices in areas such as intellectual property, environmental and toxic tort, 
employment litigation, commercial litigation, government enforcement and compliance, and 
public policy.
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Company Name: Sidley Austin LLP

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/sidley-austin/ 
Website:  http://www.sidley.com 


Company Description: With a practice highly attuned to the ever-changing international legal 
landscape, Sidley has built a reputation for being a powerful legal adviser for global 
businesses. With more than 2,000 lawyers across 20 offices worldwide, Sidley maintains a 
commitment to providing quality legal services and to offering advice in litigation, transactional 
and regulatory matters spanning virtually every area of law. 

 

Our highly regarded capital markets practice and broad transactional practice disciplines 
include corporate and securities, mergers and acquisitions, securitization, intellectual property, 
funds and other pooled investments, bankruptcy and corporate reorganization, bank and 
commercial lending, public finance, real estate, tax and employee benefits, as well as trusts 
and estates.  


Sidley’s extensive litigation experience includes general and commercial litigation, regulatory 
and financial litigation, antitrust, white collar criminal defense, food and drug, healthcare, 
patent and other intellectual property litigation, product liability and mass tort litigation, 
international commercial arbitration and dispute resolution, and international trade law.  


Our offices are found in Beijing, Boston, Brussels, Century City, Chicago, Dallas, Geneva, Hong 
Kong, Houston, London, Los Angeles, Munich, New York, Palo Alto, San Francisco, Shanghai, 
Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo and Washington, D.C.
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Company Name: SimpleLegal

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/simplelegal/ 
Website:  http://www.simplelegal.com


Company Description: SimpleLegal is the modern legal operations platform for in-house legal. 
Easily track, manage, and report on legal spend, accruals, budgets, vendors and more with an 
intuitive UI that you and your law firms will actually like using.
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Company Name: Smokeball

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/smokeball-com/ 
Website:  https://www.smokeball.com 


Company Description: Smokeball is the first and only cloud-based legal practice 
management software that automatically records time and activity for you. Whether you bill 
hourly, fixed fee, or on contingency, Smokeball provides you the insights you need to run a 
more successful law firm. With full billing capability, industry-leading document automation 
library with over 14,000 legal forms, Daily Digest, shared calendars and practice-area-specific 
matter types, it’s no wonder the most successful small law firms rely on Smokeball to increase 
productivity, stay more organized, and drive law firm profitability. Get your free demo and see 
the Smokeball difference at www.smokeball.com.  With Smokeball, it’s less stress and more 
success.
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Company Name: Syngrafii Inc.

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/syngrafii-inc-/ 
Website:  http://www.syngrafii.com


Company Description: At Syngrafii, we provide the convenience of e-signatures with the non-
repudiation and reliance of wet ink on paper. Unlike our competitors, we can, if required, 
transform your one time bio-metrically and forensically accurate e-signature, provided on any 
touch device, into wet ink on paper using our patented Long Pen Printer. We are a Canadian 
company, fully Fed Ramp qualified, partnering with governments, top corporations, and high 
net worth individuals requiring verifiable and non-repudiatable signatures worldwide. In our 
patented Video Signing Room, we enable face to face meeting with live document execution 
from anywhere in the world, or even above it in the case of our high flying customers. 
www.syngrafii.com
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Company Name: TerraLex

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/terralex/ 
Website:  http://www.terralex.org


Company Description: With a worldwide network of 19,000 attorneys in more than 150 top 
law firms located in 100 countries, TerraLex lawyers guide clients through the challenges of 
global business.  Our member firms participate in over 20 practice groups dedicated to areas 
such as antitrust and competition, banking, bankruptcy/insolvency, corporate/securities and 
others all focused on bringing the latest in thought leadership to our member firms clients.
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Our Mission is to help member firms serve their clients' legal needs and business interests 
through a worldwide network of quality law firms that meets high professional standards.


As a voluntary association of independent law firms, each TerraLex member retains the right to 
work with any law firm or client. Member firms operate as separate enterprises, responsible for 
their own staff and work products.
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Company Name: Thomson Reuters Legal Tracker

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/legal-tracker/ 
Website:  http://www.legaltracker.com


Company Description: Thomson Reuters Legal Tracker is the industry’s highest-rated system 
for e-billing, matter management & analytics. Tracker incorporates best practices from leading 
legal dpts. to drive efficiency.
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Company Name: TrademarkNow

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/trademarknow/ 
Website:  https://www.trademarknow.com


Company Description: TrademarkNow is a legal tech company that provides an intelligent 
web-based trademark management platform that is used by enterprise companies, law firms 
and branding agencies for instant trademark search, monitoring, research and portfolio 
management. Their products are used by many of the biggest brand owners in the world. They 
are a company focused on transforming the working lives of professionals in the industry by 
virtue of creating the possibility of instant access to information about trademarks and their 
owners all over the globe. They envision a world in which search and watch reports contain not 
only comprehensive results but are ranked in order of threat level to permit speed in an industry 
in which faster responses are increasingly critical. They are committed to the mission of 
providing the kind of access to the key data that their clients, colleagues and professionals 
would have dreamed of - if they had thought it was possible. History: The development of 
artificial intelligence in the clearance and management of trademarks began over 20 years ago 
with the research at the intersection of IP law and cognition of one of TrademarkNow’s 
founders and Chief Scientist, Anna Ronkainen. A trademark attorney, she also had over 15 
years of experience in linguistic software development. In 2011, she met with another soon-to-
be founder and CEO, trademark attorney, Mikael Kolehmainen. They were quickly joined by 
Matti Kokkola CTO and Heikki Vesalainen, Chief Architect. Officially launched in 2012, the 
company’s rate of growth has been exponential. Two successful rounds of investment funding 
served as a launchpad to expand the offerings from intelligent technology supported trademark 
clearance to a comprehensive suite of integrated trademark lifecycle management tools. It also 
supported the significant growth in trademark data and core product offerings cover 170 
registries globally. Common law data sources include global company data, pharma-in-use 
data, all major app store aggregators, social media results and domain availability. Such 
developments paved the way for the design and the addition of critical assessment tools to 
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their clearance offering, such as litigiousness assessment, semantic similarity reporting, brand 
strength and word meaning tools. In 2018, they became the first major vendor to introduce a 
free clearance tool to the marketplace. Locations: A global company, TrademarkNow has 
offices in 3 diverse locations - New Jersey, USA, Kilkenny, Ireland and a head office seated in 
Helsinki, Finland. TrademarkNow’s technical team is a mix of cross-disciplinary professionals 
working on machine learning and linguistic models relevant to trademark law, big data 
ingestion and quality control, not to forget intuitive and modern UI that hides all the complexity 
and focuses on easiness of use. Services: TrademarkNow provides tools dedicated to 
improving the working lives of trademark professionals around the globe. Created by experts in 
trademark law and linguistics, the cutting-edge system also utilizes state-of-the-art machine-
learning techniques to produce models that seamlessly take real-world complexities into 
account. While the underlying intelligence is complex, the platform’s intuitive design and simple 
user interface make it very easy to use. The company set out to provide the world’s most 
comprehensive and efficient suite of end-to-end trademark management tools on one fully 
integrated platform and they have made significant inroads towards this ambitious goal since 
2011. The free preliminary screening tool, launched in September 2018, joins an impressive 
collection of intelligent legal technology tools providing clearance, monitoring, portfolio 
management, business intelligence and responsive research tools essential to any trademark 
practitioner. 

Additional Submitted Information: 2014 Nordic Startup Awards Finland - Best Newcomer 
2015 Gold Stevie Award for Company of the Year - Legal 2016 Gold Stevie Award for Company 
of the Year - Legal - Small 
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Company Name: Ultria

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ultria/ 
Website:  http://www.ultria.com


Company Description: Ultria develops and licenses enterprise critical SaaS solutions to 
deliver value to Legal, Sales, Procurement,and HR teams. Ultria software products have been 
built around an intuitive user experience, leveraging a comprehensive knowledge base, robust 
Artificial Intelligence technology, and encapsulates industry's best-of-breed processes and 
methodologies.


Ultria offers Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) – an end-to-end contract management 
solution for the enterprise. It is a market-proven solution with a legacy of successful 
deployments over more than seven years.


With a workflow based authoring and approval tool, and a comprehensive repository of 
contracts and clauses, Ultria CLM helps companies across the spectrum derive greater value 
from their contracts. By connecting with eSignature and CRM solutions, Ultria CLM seamlessly 
streamlines the quote-to-contract conversion process.
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Company Name: UpCounsel

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/upcounsel/ 
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Website:  https://www.upcounsel.com 


Company Description: UpCounsel was launched in 2012 with the vision of allowing 
businesses to move and grow faster by revolutionizing the way legal work gets done. With the 
world’s largest network of independent lawyers, combined with an automated backend 
platform, UpCounsel connects companies of all sizes with the right attorneys for their needs, 
quickly, easily, and cost-effectively. Whether it’s providing temporary overflow or gap coverage, 
a part-time specialist on retainer, or an entire freelance legal department, we streamline the 
attorney-client workflow and offer a 21st century legal experience. 
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Company Name: Uptime Legal Systems

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/uptime-systems/ 
Website:  http://www.uptimeLEGAL.com 


Company Description: Uptime Legal Systems is the world’s leading

provider of cloud services to the legal industry.


Uptime provides a complete Law Practice in the Cloud™ to hundreds of law firms around the 
world. As a full-service legal technology provider, Uptime’s offerings include everything a law 
firm needs to eliminate in-house IT infrastructure and outside IT support. Services include 
hosted practice management, cloud-based document & email management, legal-grade email, 
cloud-based phone service and managed IT for law firms.
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Company Name: Venable

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/venable-llp/about/ 
Website:  https://www.Venable.com 


Company Description: Venable is an American Lawyer Global 100 law firm headquartered in 
Washington, DC. With more than 675 attorneys across the country, the firm is strategically 
positioned to advance its clients’ business objectives in the U.S. and abroad. Clients rely on 
Venable's proven capabilities in all areas of corporate and business law, complex litigation, 
intellectual property, and regulatory and government affairs.
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Company Name: Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory US

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/wolterskluwerlr/ 
Website:  https://www.WoltersKluwerLR.com


Company Description: Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S. is a trusted source for expert 
content and solutions in the areas of law, corporate compliance, health compliance and 
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reimbursement, and legal education. Our authoritative expertise is unparalleled, bringing the 
insight our customers need to interpret today’s complex rules and regulations in the way that is 
most relevant to them. By informing our customers’ ability to make mission-critical decisions, 
we enable them to more confidently and effectively run their businesses, while helping to 
ensure the right outcomes for their success. Its major product lines include Aspen Publishers, 
CCH, Kluwer Law International,  MediRegs and FTWilliam.com. Its markets include health care 
organizations, law firms, law schools, corporate counsel and professionals requiring legal and 
compliance information. Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S., a unit of Wolters Kluwer, is 
based in New York City and Riverwoods, IL.
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Company Name: Xakia

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/xakia-technologies/ 
Website:  http://www.xakiatech.com 


Company Description: Xakia (pronounced Zakia) is an effective, intuitive, and affordable tool 
that corporate legal departments truly enjoy using.


Xakia is a practice management software purpose-built for corporate in-house legal teams. It 
provides greater control and visibility over workloads through automated dashboards and 
reporting. Xakia uses data to drive efficiency gains for corporate legal teams, with a focus on 
minimizing the administrative burden on lawyers to achieve this outcome. As a cloud based, 
SaaS product, Xakia is scalable for teams of any size at a reasonable price.
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